In this structure, the oxygen atoms are hexagonal close packed, ABAB,with nickel atoms in between every other layer.
The second structure of interest is one which exhibits NiO2 layer stacking that is non-close packed (i.e. BB, CCor AA). The simplest space group with this packing contains one formula unit (Z=I) of NiO2H x with ABBCCA stacking (space group R_m-D3d5). A factor group analysis for this model structure predicts only two Ramanactive lattice modesand no O-H stretching modesfor centric H-atoms positioned in the interlamellar space (x can be I to 2). The Ramanspectra of active mass display selection rules which are consistent with this structure.
DISCUSSION
Figure I contains spectra of cycled active mass (charged and discharged), two different beta-phase materials, and two different alpha-phase materials.
These six materials each display a different spectrum which is indicative of a different structure.
Each of these materials was prepared according to literature methods to represent either active mass or one of the traditional models for active mass. It is apparent that the formation process involves structural transformation from an alpha-or beta-type structure to the active mass structure.
Recent in situ spectra are consistent with the ex situ spectra. More detailed structural analyses of the beta-and alpha-materials will appear in forthcoming publications. The charged active mass structure can be confirmed by x-ray powder pattern analysis. Table I shows the experimental and calculated powder patterns for a chemically oxidized material which is isostructural with charged active mass based on IR and Ramanspectra. The agreement between calculated and observed d-spacings and peak intensities supports this R_mmodel. The poor agreement between calculated and observed peak intensities and the extra, unobserved peaks calculated for the Cm, Bode et al. model, do not compare favorably. This together with the fact that the vibrational selection rules for the large Cmunit cell are not consistent with the observed spectra indicates that the R_m,NiOOH unit cell is the better structural model.
Werefer to this as the "charged active mass structure" because the observed Ramanand IR selection rules are identical for both charged gamma( fig. la) and charged beta electrochemical materials (ref.
2). The difference between these two materials has been accounted for in terms of this NiOOHlattice and a point defect containing model (ref. 2). The fundamental difference is in the cation vacancy contents.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The Raman spectral "fingerprints" allow qualitative distinction of several electrode related materials.
Structural differences are apparent in the vibrational spectra of nickel electrode active mass and related phases, which were not detected via other techniques such as x-ray diffraction.
These differences show that the structures of active mass and those for traditional alpha and beta phases differ. The structural changes which take place during the formation process are mirrored by these differences.
It is concluded that charged active mass is madeup of non-close packed NiO2 layers (ABBCCA). The Ramanspectroscopic and x-ray powder diffraction data are consistent with an NiOOH,single formula unit cell in the R3--m -D3d5 completely space group. This type of stacking encourages the stacking disorder which broadens x-ray patterns.
This disorder is combined with point defects which result from extensive cation nonstoichiometry to form excessively disordered materials with unique electrochemical properties. 
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